SWIMMING POOL
USING rules
SC SHERIFF
These rules are developed on the basis of Sanitary and Epidemiologic rules and standards PMR
2.1.2.1188-07 SanPiN "Swimming pools. Hygienic requirements to the device, operation and quality of
water. Quality control", approved by the Order of the Minister of Health Care and Social protection of
the Dnester Moldavian Republic of 23.01.2007 No. 41.
These rules define an order of visitors’ behavior in the swimming pool with the purpose of ensuring
health protection and creation of the safest, comfortable conditions for stay.
These rules are the offer to Visitors on service. Before using services Visitors are obliged to examine
these rules, strictly to observe and carry out them.
According to PMR Group article 455, unconditional acceptance (acceptance) of these rules (the public
offer) fee is considered. Fee confirms a consent of the visitor with these rules.

General provisions:
1. Operating mode of the swimming pool:
• Daily – from 7.00 to 22.00
Day time visit – from 7:00 to 16:00
Evening visit – from 16:00 to 22:00.
2. The administration reserves the right to declare within a year non-working holidays and sanitary days
to make changes to an operating mode of the pool and to inform visitors corresponding changes, placing
them at the information stand near a front desk and on sport center site "Sheriff".
3. Types of provided sports services:
a) single session of swimming – one-time visit of the pool by one person in day or evening visit
b) subscription swimming – pool visit a certain quantity of times in day or evening visit, during the
specified period (a month, two months, three months).
All types of provided services of the swimming pool are carried out only at hours specified in the
schedule which is at the front desk and on a site of sport center, also can change in compliance with the
item 2 of these rules.
4. Services are rendered to the clients addressed personally.
5. The cost of services includes the right to use the pool, including, specialized auxiliary rooms of the
pool (shower, locker rooms, the toilets intended for visitors).
6. Using the pool is carried out on the basis of the contract. After contract registration, at the same time
with fee, the bracelet, with the built-in electronic key from a turnstile is given The client who has got
subscription swimming, is to pay for electronic registration and receiving an electronic bracelet key (for
pass through a turnstile and using a locker), to be photographied and entered into client base for
opportunity granting discounts, and also in order to avoid transfer of an electronic key bracelet to other
person.
7. Registration of the contract for provided services is carried out at the operator-cashier if having an ID

8. Services of the swimming pool are rendered to the persons which have reached 18-year age, and also
the minor aged 14 (fourteen) till 18 (eighteen) years as it is mentioned in item 9 of these rules.
The client can visit the pool with the minor children aged from 10 till 14 years, under an indispensable
condition of execution of full responsibility for children during rendering services, thus finding of
children in a bowl of the pool is possible only with simultaneous stay in a pool bowl of a parent or a
lawful representative.
9. Minors, aged 14 (fourteen) till 18 (eighteen) years sign the contract about rendering sports services in
the swimming pool only from the written consent of the lawful representatives - parents, adoptive parents
or the trustee (Art. 27 of PMR).
10. At pool visit bracelet transfer to other person is forbidden.
11. At single visit the client pays for service (swimming in the pool), then he is given a bracelet with the
built-in electronic key to pass through a turnstile and to a locker in a locker room.
12. After the end of action of subscription swimming or completion of single visit bracelet is given to the
security guard.
13. In case of loss or damage of a bracelet it is necessary to address to the administrator. The loss is
indemnified in the size specified in the price-list.
14. The administration doesn't bear responsibility for a state of health and possible traumatism in
following cases:
- at violation by the client of visiting rules
- if the client trains independently;
- if the client didn't apply the rule of induction;
- for the injuries got by the client as a result of illegal action from third persons;
- for the injuries got because of the client on the territory of the pool;
- if the trauma wasn't registered by the doctor of a medical office of the pool and isn't made relevant act.
15. In case of need and for comfort of clients of the pool introduction of new points is allowed

Rights and duties of the client:
16. The client has the right:
16.1 to use the pool, including specialized auxiliary rooms of the pool (shower, locker rooms, the toilets
intended for visitors).
17. The client is obliged:
17.1 To pay the subscription or single visit, thus to have an identification paper;
17.2 In case of need to provide the medical certificate, allowing visiting the pool;
17.3 Strictly to observe rules of visiting the pool;
17.4 Carefully use the pool and sport center equipment;
17.5 To observe and keep public order and the standard of behavior, to behave validly in relation to other
clients, the service stuff;

17.6 To visit trainings at hours specified in the schedule, the subscription;
17.7 To have replaceable footwear, a package for street footwear, a hat for bathing, a swimwear, soap/gel
for shower/shampoo, a sponge, a towel;
17.8 After passing of a turnstile to hand over clothes, to change the shoes in replaceable footwear, to pack
street footwear into a package for the room in an individual case in a locker room;
17.9 To check especially valuable things in a safe deposit box;
17.10 To observe rules of personal hygiene: to wash with soap and a sponge without swimwear before
swimming session;
17.11 To report to the lifeguard instructor about existence of the chronic diseases, the transferred injuries
and feeling sick;
17.12 To submit to instructions and requirements of lifeguard instructors, administrators and medical
staff;
17.13 To observe right-hand movement when swimming on pool paths.
17.14 To enter water only with the permission of the lifeguard instructor and to follow all his instructions;
17.15 To use only that path which was specified by the lifeguard instructor.

It is forbidden:
18.1 To visit the pool, having medical contraindications (open wounds, injuries, fungoid and other skin
diseases);
18.2 To visit the pool in a condition of the changed consciousness (alcoholic, narcotic, toxic
intoxications);
18.3 To leave a pool bowl, without having warned the lifeguard instructor;
18.4 To swim without hats;
18.5 To swim in the pool in jewelry (rings, earrings, chains);
18.6 To rub in skin various creams and ointments before using the pool;
18.7 To be in locker rooms, shower and on a pool bathtub in outerwear and street footwear;
18.8 To behave in any room of the pool rude and illigally
18.9 To run, jump, twist a somersault from sides, starting curbstones of the pool and to hang on the
swimming paths;
18.10 Without the permission of the lifeguard instructor to use special sports or game equipment;
18.11 To throw swimming boards and other stock from sides into water and from water on a tile;
18.12 To create excess noise, to give false signals for help;
18.13 To dive under other visitors to hold them under water, etc.
18.14 To swim with chewing gum;
18.15 During swimming to emit in water waste products of the person (before an exit on pool visit the
toilet room);
18.16 To smoke and drink alcoholic drinks in pool rooms;

18.17 To wring out swimwear in a locker room;
18.18 To bring and use on the territory of the pool any subjects and products from glass;
18.19 To bring explosive, fire-dangerous, toxic and strongly smelling substances; cutting, pricking
subjects, any kinds of a fire, gas and cold weapon in order to avoid injuries and cuts.
19. According to the item 57 MZ and SZ PMR 2.1.2.1188-07 SanPiN "Swimming pools. Hygienic
requirements to the device, operation and quality of water. Quality control", approved by the Order
The Minister of Health and social protection of the Dnester Moldavian Republic 23.01.2007 No. 41 at
emergence of an adverse sanitary and epidemic situation in Tiraspol by some types of diseases, for the
prevention of distribution of the infectious diseases of GU "RTsGIE" the instruction of administration of
the swimming pool about the termination is issued the admission of the visitors who haven't passed
medical examination with carrying out the corresponding analyses.
Regardless of a sanitary and epidemic situation for children of younger school age is obligatory to have a
certificate of results of parasitological inspection (before reception in swimming group (section) of the
pool, further not less than once in three months; at single visits - before each visit, if a gap between them
more than two months).
Control of existence of the medical certificate at visitors is provided by pool administration.
20. The persons which have broken these rules, lose the right to visit the pool without subsequent
compensation. Thus the administration reserves the right to reconsider period of validity of subscription
swimming.
Duration and rules of carrying out individual and group occupations:
• The swimming pool or its part can be occupied with trainings, competitions, etc.
Announcements of such events will be presented in advance at an entrance to the pool.
• These rules are directed on safety of visitors.
• The comfort and health of visitors depends on observance of these rules.

We thank you for observance of rules!
Yours faithfully and kind wishes, SC Sheriff administration!
WE WISH YOU PLEASANT REST!
On May 20, 2013, Tiraspol, ph.: +373 (533) 63-888, e-mail: bassein@sheriff-sport.com,
http://www.sheriff-sport.com

